Thermoluminescence glow-peak shape methods based on mixed order kinetics
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1 Introduction

The basic phenomenological Thermoluminescence (TL) theory predicts two expressions for the description of experimental TL glow-peaks. These expressions are derived from the first order kinetics theory of Randall and Wilkins [1] and from the second order kinetics theory of Garlick and Gibson [2]. However, there are many reported experimental glow-peaks with a shape that does not correspond to first or second kinetics order, but rather to a kinetics order between the two. A purely empirical theory to describe these intermediate kinetics order was suggested by May and Partridge [3]. Chen et al. [4] suggested the use of mixed order kinetic theory to describe these cases of intermediate kinetic order.

The shape of a TL glow-peak plays an important role in basic research and in TL applications. In the case of basic TL research it is the basis of important and convenient methods for calculating the trapping parameters of distinct energy levels within the crystal. These methods are based on measurements of a few points on the glow-peak, as shown in Fig. 1.

Early work concentrated on the development of convenient expressions for calculating the activation energy $E$ of trapping levels [5–7]. The term peak shape method is reserved in the TL literature for such methods, although there are other methods for finding $E$ which are also based on the glow-peak shape (i.e. curve fitting methods) [8, 9].

Chen [10] summarized all pre-existing methods and gave a detailed methodology for deriving the coefficients of the expressions for first and second order kinetics.

For the case of intermediate kinetic orders the peak shape method coefficients were also evaluated by Chen [11] by (i) calculating the coefficients for first order kinetics, (ii) calculating the coefficients for second-order kinetics and (iii) using a linear interpolation method to obtain expressions for the intermediate kinetic orders as a function of the symmetry factor $\mu_g$, which was found to be between 0.42 and 0.52 for first and second order kinetics. Recently, Kitis and Pagonis [12] provided a theoretical foundation for the Chen expressions for intermediate kinetics, by using the empirical model of general order kinetics, respectively. In the current status of TL theory, the region of intermediate kinetics order is described by empirical models.

Sunta et al. [13] tested the capability of the mixed and general order kinetics to fit synthetic glow-peaks derived from various phenomenological models, such as the one trap and one recombination centre model (OTOR), non interactive multi trap system (NMTS) and interactive multi-trap system (IMTS). They found that the mixed order kinetics model fits the NMTS and IMTS glow-peaks much more successfully than the general kinetics order. On the other hand, the mixed order kinetics fits poorly the TL...
peaks produced by the OTOR model. Sunta et al. [13] attributed this result to the fact that the OTOR model is too simple and physically unrealistic. Their net conclusion was that mixed order kinetics is clearly superior to general kinetics order in the description of experimental TL glow-peaks.

The aim of the present work is to obtain new peak shape methods for evaluating the activation energy \( E \), which are based on the physically meaningful model of mixed order kinetics.

### 2 Analytical mixed order TL expressions

The mixed order kinetics equation as given by Chen et al. [4] (see also Chen and Kirsh [8], Chen and McKeever [9]), is:

\[
I(T) = -\frac{dn}{dT} = n(n + C) s' \cdot \exp\left(-\frac{E}{kT}\right),
\]

where \( n \) (cm\(^{-3}\)) is the concentration of electrons in traps, \( E \) (eV) is the activation energy, \( T \) (K) the temperature and \( C \) is the concentration of electrons trapped at some kind of deep traps. The solution of Eq. (1) for a linear heating rate \( \beta \) contains the well known exponential integral, which can be approximated by the following asymptotic series:

\[
I(T) = \alpha C^2 s' \cdot \exp\left(-\frac{E}{kT}\right) \cdot \frac{F(T)}{F(T) - \alpha^2},
\]

with

\[
F(T) = \exp\left\{\frac{Cs'kT^2}{\beta E} \cdot \exp\left(-\frac{E}{kT}\right) \cdot (1 - \Delta)\right\},
\]

where \( \alpha = n_0/(n_0 + C), s' = s/(N + C), \Delta = 2kT/E \), \( N \) (cm\(^{-3}\)) is the concentration of available electron traps, \( n_0 \) (cm\(^{-3}\)) the concentration of trapped electrons and \( s \) (s\(^{-1}\)) the frequency factor.

The condition for maximum is found by equating the derivative of Eq. (3) to zero, i.e.

\[
\frac{\beta E}{kT_m} \cdot \left(\frac{F_m + \alpha}{F_m - \alpha}\right) \cdot C s' \cdot \exp\left(-\frac{E}{kT_m}\right),
\]

where \( T_m \) is the temperature at glow-peak maximum intensity and \( F_m \) the value of \( F(T) \) at \( T = T_m \).

### 3 Geometrical characteristics of a single glow-peak

The peak shape methods are based on certain characteristics of a single glow-peak, shown in Fig. 1, namely the peak maximum temperature \( T_m \) and the temperatures at half maximum TL intensity \( T_1 \) and \( T_2 \) at the low and high temperature side of the glow-peak respectively. These quantities are used to define further the widths \( \omega \) as well as the symmetry factor of the glow-peak \( \mu_g = \delta/\omega \).

The derivation of the existing peak shape methods is based on the so-called triangle assumption, which can be expressed in three different ways, each one leading to an individual family of peak shape methods. In the form given by Chen [10] these are

\[
\frac{\delta I_m}{\beta n_m} = C_\delta,
\]

\[
\frac{\tau I_m}{\beta (n_m - n_m)} = C_\tau,
\]

where \( I_m \) is the peak maximum intensity, \( n_m \) the high temperature half integral of the glow-peak and \( C_\delta \) and \( C_\tau \) are quantities, which characterize the degree by which the area of a single glow-peak approaches the area of a triangle. These quantities were found to vary extremely slowly for a given kinetic order and for a very wide range of kinetic parameters \( (E, s) \), and are called pseudo-constants. These pseudo-constants vary only a little for all glow-peaks derived using activation energies in the region of 0.1–1.6 eV and frequency factors in the region of \( 10^7–10^{13} \) s\(^{-1}\) [10].
Their values can be estimated as a function of the parameter $\alpha$ by producing synthetic glow-peaks using Eq. (3).

In order to derive the peak shape formulas using Eqs. (6)–(8), one has to evaluate the terms $I_m/n_0$, $n_m/n_0$ and $I_m/n_m$ from the analytical TL expressions.

4 Derivation of the peak shape methods

4.1 Derivation of $I_m/n_0$ By considering Eq. (3) for $T = T_m$ we obtain

$$ I_m = \alpha C^2 s \cdot \exp \left( \frac{-E}{kT_m} \right) \cdot \frac{F_m}{(F_m - \alpha)^2}. $$

(10)

Using the condition for the maximum given by Eq. (5) and taking into account that $\alpha = n_0/(n_0 + C)$ one obtains after some algebra

$$ \frac{I_m}{n_0} = (1 - \alpha) \cdot \frac{\beta E}{kT_m} \cdot \frac{F_m}{F_m - \alpha}. $$

(11)

4.2 Derivation of $n_m/n_0$ and $I_m/n_m$ Solving Eq. (1) one obtains

$$ \alpha \cdot \frac{n_0 + C}{n_0} = \exp \left[ \frac{C s' k T_m^2}{\beta E} \cdot \exp \left( \frac{-E}{kT_m} \right) \cdot (1 - \Delta_0) \right] $$

$$ = F_m, $$

(12)

from which after some algebra it is found that

$$ \frac{n_m}{n_0} = \frac{1 - \alpha}{F_m - \alpha} = \mu'_e. $$

(13)

According to Halperin and Braner [7] the quantity $n_m/n_0$, which represents the ratio of the high temperature half integral of a glow-peak to the total integral is the integral symmetry factor $\mu'_e$ of a glow-peak, which differs very slightly from the commonly used geometrical symmetry factor $\mu_e$ defined above.

By dividing Eq. (11) by Eq. (13) one obtains

$$ \frac{I_m}{n_0 \beta} = \frac{\beta E}{kT_m} \cdot \frac{F_m}{F_m + \alpha}. $$

(14)

4.3 Method based on the total width ($\omega$) From Eq. (6) one obtains

$$ \frac{I_m}{n_0 \beta \omega} = C'_\omega. $$

(15)

Using Eq. (11) one obtains

$$ E_\omega = C'_\omega \cdot \frac{k T_m^2}{\omega} \cdot \frac{1}{1 - \alpha} \cdot \frac{F_m^2 - \alpha^2}{F_m}. $$

(16)

From Eq. (13) it is found that

$$ F_m = \frac{1 + \alpha (\mu'_e - 1)}{\mu'_e}. $$

(17)

Taking into account Eq. (17), Eq. (16) becomes

$$ E_\omega = C'_\omega \cdot \frac{k T_m^2}{\omega} \cdot \frac{1}{1 - \alpha} \cdot \frac{F_m + \alpha}{F_m}. $$

(18)

where

$$ C'_\omega = C'_\omega \cdot \frac{1}{\mu'_e} \cdot \frac{F_m + \alpha}{F_m}. $$

(19)

4.4 Method based on the high temperature half-width ($\delta$) From Eq. (7) one obtains

$$ \frac{I_m}{n_m \beta \delta} = C'_\delta. $$

(20)

Using Eq. (14)

$$ E_\delta = C'_\delta \cdot \frac{k T_m^2}{\delta} $$

(21)

with

$$ C'_\delta = C'_\delta \cdot \frac{F_m + \alpha}{F_m}. $$

(22)

4.5 Method based on the low temperature half-width ($\tau$) Equation (8) can be re-written as

$$ \frac{n_m - 1}{\beta n_m} = \frac{\tau}{\tau} \cdot \frac{I_m}{n_m C'_\tau}. $$

(23)

Replacing the terms $I_m/\beta n_m$ and $n_m/n_m$ from Eq. (11) and (13) respectively, one obtains after some algebra

$$ E_\tau = C'_\tau \cdot \frac{k T_m^2}{\tau} \cdot \frac{F_m - 1}{1 - \alpha} \cdot \frac{F_m + \alpha}{F_m}. $$

(24)

Taking into account Eq. (17), Eq. (24) becomes

$$ E_\tau = C'_\tau \cdot \frac{k T_m^2}{\tau}. $$

(25)

With

$$ C'_\tau = C'_\tau \cdot \frac{1 - \mu'_e}{\mu'_e} \cdot \frac{F_m + \alpha}{F_m}. $$

(26)

5 Results

5.1 Numerical Evaluation of geometrical characteristics The geometrical characteristics of the glow-peaks were evaluated by simulating synthetic glow-peaks using Eq. (3). The asymptotic series of Eq. (2) used to derive Eq. (3) was not used, since the software used contains the exponential integral as a built-in function.

The numerical simulation of synthetic glow-peaks was performed by using very broad regions of the trapping parameters, in order to cover as many practical cases as possible. The activation energy was varied between 0.7 eV and 2 eV, the frequency factor between $10^7$ s$^{-1}$ and $10^{21}$ s$^{-1}$. The mixed order parameter $\alpha$ was varied from 0.01 to 0.99.
All the simulations were performed for \( n_0 = N \), i.e. with the electron trap in saturation. The case of \( n_0 \neq N \) will be studied in Section 5.8.

From each synthetic glow-peak the following quantities are evaluated: (i) The geometrical quantities shown in Fig. 1, (ii) the integral symmetry factor \( g' \), (iii) the triangle assumption pseudo-constants \( C_\omega, C_\delta \) and \( C_\tau \), and (iv) the factor \( (F_m + \alpha)/F_m \).

In order to ensure an accurate determination of the various parameters, a very small temperature step is necessary. In the present simulation the TL intensity was evaluated every 0.02 K.

### 5.2 Symmetry factors

From the simulated synthetic glow-peaks both the geometrical symmetry factor \( \mu_g \) and the integral symmetry factor \( \mu' \) were evaluated. Their behaviour as a function of the mixed order parameter \( \alpha \) is shown in Fig. 2. The main difference between \( \mu_g \) and \( \mu' \) is that the geometrical symmetry factor \( \mu_g \) is saturated for \( \alpha > 0.9 \), whereas the integral symmetry factor \( \mu' \) is not. Their numerical values are listed in Table 1.

#### 5.3 Evaluation of \( C_\omega, C_\delta \) and \( C_\tau \)

The behaviour of \( C_\omega, C_\delta \) and \( C_\tau \) given by Eqs. (6)–(8), obtained from the simulation is shown in Fig. 3, whereas their numerical values are listed in Table 1. Looking at the results of Table 1 one can see why they are called pseudo-constants. For given mixed order parameter \( \alpha \), their variation over all \((E, s)\) values used is 0.14%, 0.34% and 0.67% respectively. The parameters \( C_\tau \) can be considered as pseudo-constant even over all the values of the mixed order parameter \( \alpha \).

#### 5.4 Practical forms of the peak shape equations

The derived peak shape methods given by Eqs. (18), (21), (25) are not applicable to experimental glow-peaks. The reason

### Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>( \alpha )</th>
<th>( \mu_g )</th>
<th>( \mu' )</th>
<th>( C_\omega )</th>
<th>( C_\delta )</th>
<th>( C_\tau )</th>
<th>( c_\omega )</th>
<th>( c_\delta )</th>
<th>( c_\tau )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.4148</td>
<td>0.3915</td>
<td>0.9150</td>
<td>0.9790</td>
<td>0.8732</td>
<td>2.3491</td>
<td>0.9829</td>
<td>1.3649</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.4203</td>
<td>0.3932</td>
<td>0.9165</td>
<td>0.9795</td>
<td>0.8749</td>
<td>2.3736</td>
<td>0.9993</td>
<td>1.3755</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.4227</td>
<td>0.3960</td>
<td>0.9183</td>
<td>0.9804</td>
<td>0.8769</td>
<td>2.4149</td>
<td>1.0216</td>
<td>1.3921</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.4285</td>
<td>0.4025</td>
<td>0.9220</td>
<td>0.9818</td>
<td>0.8812</td>
<td>2.4982</td>
<td>1.0716</td>
<td>1.4254</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.4360</td>
<td>0.4106</td>
<td>0.9259</td>
<td>0.9833</td>
<td>0.8853</td>
<td>2.5905</td>
<td>1.1305</td>
<td>1.4587</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>0.4453</td>
<td>0.4205</td>
<td>0.9296</td>
<td>0.9844</td>
<td>0.8891</td>
<td>2.6955</td>
<td>1.2000</td>
<td>1.4941</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.4566</td>
<td>0.4327</td>
<td>0.9327</td>
<td>0.9845</td>
<td>0.8926</td>
<td>2.8079</td>
<td>1.2802</td>
<td>1.5255</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>0.4702</td>
<td>0.4473</td>
<td>0.9350</td>
<td>0.9829</td>
<td>0.8955</td>
<td>2.9308</td>
<td>1.3779</td>
<td>1.5516</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>0.4855</td>
<td>0.4647</td>
<td>0.9348</td>
<td>0.9769</td>
<td>0.8978</td>
<td>3.060</td>
<td>1.4854</td>
<td>1.5734</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>0.5008</td>
<td>0.4844</td>
<td>0.9296</td>
<td>0.9612</td>
<td>0.8994</td>
<td>3.1863</td>
<td>1.5957</td>
<td>1.5893</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>0.5128</td>
<td>0.5060</td>
<td>0.9133</td>
<td>0.9257</td>
<td>0.9000</td>
<td>3.2869</td>
<td>1.6853</td>
<td>1.6003</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.99</td>
<td>0.5169</td>
<td>0.5261</td>
<td>0.8834</td>
<td>0.8681</td>
<td>0.8999</td>
<td>3.3286</td>
<td>1.7205</td>
<td>1.6062</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
is that the term \((F_m + \alpha)/F_m\) cannot be evaluated experimentally, whereas the triangle assumption pseudo-constants \(C_\alpha, C_s\), and \(C_t\), are very difficult to evaluate experimentally. The peak shape methods given by Eqs. (18), (21), (25) can be brought into a useful practical form by either expressing the term \((F_m + \alpha)/F_m\) or the total coefficients \(C_\alpha, C_s\), and \(C_t\), given by Eqs. (19), (22), (26) as a function of experimentally measured quantities like \(\mu'_s\) and \(\mu'_g\). These attempts are described below.

5.5 Replacing the term \((F_m + \alpha)/F_m\)

The term \((F_m + \alpha)/F_m\) is a common factor in the three families of peak shape methods given by Eqs. (18), (21), (25).

By evaluating this term for a wide range of parameters \(E\) and \(s\), it was found that this factor depends nearly linearly on the symmetry factors \(\mu'_s\) and \(\mu'_g\) as is shown in Fig. 4. It is clear that the linear correlation is excellent between this term and the integral symmetry factor \(\mu^*\). In the case of the geometric symmetry factor \(\mu'_s\), there is a deviation from linearity as the mixed order parameter \(\alpha\) approaches 1. So this relationship can be written as

\[
\frac{F_m + \alpha}{F_m} = a_s \mu'_s - b_s, \tag{27}
\]

where \(a_s\) and \(b_s\) are constants. Therefore, the peak shape methods can take the general form

\[
E_s = C_s \frac{kT_m^2}{\mu'_s} \frac{1}{\alpha} (a_s \mu'_s - b_s), \tag{28}
\]

\[
E_s = C_s \frac{kT_m^2}{\partial} (a_s \mu'_s - b_s), \tag{29}
\]

\[
E_s = C_s \frac{kT_m^2}{\tau} (1 - \frac{\mu'_s}{\mu'_s} (a_s \mu'_s - b_s)). \tag{30}
\]

The replacement of the term \((F_m + \alpha)/F_m\) was successfully approximated by Eq. (27).

The application of Eqs. (28)–(30) to experimental glow-peaks requires also a functional relation between the triangle assumption pseudo-constants and the integral symmetry factor \(\mu^*\). However, as is shown in Fig. 3, it is rather complicated for \(C_\alpha, C_s\), and rather simple for \(C_t\). A functional relation was not necessary, since the peak shape methods in their form given by Eqs. (28)–(30) can be applied by using the tabulated values of the relevant parameters as a function of \(\mu'_s\), from Tables 1 and 2.

5.6 Evaluation of \(C_\alpha, C_s\), and \(C_t\)

The values of the coefficients \(C_\alpha, C_s\), and \(C_t\), given by Eqs. (19), (22), (26) respectively, are listed in Table 1.

The above estimated values of the peak shape method coefficients should be useful for practical application, if an
analytical relationship as a function of $\mu'_g$ or $\mu'_c$ can be found. Indeed, it was found that the coefficients $c_{\omega}$, and $c_{\tau}$ are linear functions of the geometrical symmetry factor $\mu'_g$, as is shown in Fig. 6(a). Therefore, a practical form of the relationship exists between Eq. (31) using the respective coefficients $a_\omega$, and $b_\omega$ from Table 2. Figure 7(b) shows the errors in $E_a$ evaluated by Eq. (32) using the mean values of the coefficients $a_\omega$, and $b_\omega$ from Table 2. The error in $E_a$ is substantially increased when going from Fig. 7(a) to (b). The situation is similar for the $\delta$ based Eq. (32).

Unfortunately, in the case of the $\tau$ method no good linear relationship exists between $c_\tau$, and $\mu'_c$, as shown in Fig. 6(b). The linear coefficients in Eqs. (31), (32) are also activation energy dependent. Their values as a function of the activation energy as well as their mean values over the whole activation energy range are shown in Table 2. As is seen from the table, although the activation energy varies from 0.7 eV to 1.9 eV, the coefficients $a_{2,3}$, and $b_{2,3}$ vary by less than 4%. However, even this variation can cause a serious increase in the error of $E_a$. The results are shown in Fig. 7. Figure 7(a) shows the errors in $E$ evaluated by Eq. (31) using the respective coefficients $a_\omega$, and $b_\omega$ from Table 2. Figure 7(b) shows the errors in $E$ evaluated by Eq. (31) using the mean values of the coefficients $a_\omega$, and $b_\omega$ from Table 2. The error in $E$ is substantially increased when going from Fig. 7(a) to (b). The situation is similar for the $\delta$ based Eq. (32).

At this point it is useful to discuss the accuracy of the experimental evaluation of both the geometrical and integral symmetry factors $\mu'_g$, and $\mu'_c$ respectively. Obviously an accurate determination of both requires clean isolated glow-peaks. However, in practice even isolated glow-peaks can have some type of shoulders at both low and high temperatures. The low temperature shoulders can be removed successfully by a proper annealing procedure. However, this is impossible for shoulders at the high temperature part. In these cases, of course, there is an unavoidable increase of the error, which depends on the contribution of the shoulder. At first look it may seem that the influence of the shoulder would be higher on the integral symmetry factor $\mu'_c$, rather than on the geometrical symmetry factor $\mu'_g$. However, the final accuracy is more or less the same, because the geometrical symmetry factor depends on three points of the glow-peak, the $T_{\text{me}}$, $T_1$, and $T_2$ the errors of which are propagated to the value of $\mu'_g = (T_2 - T_{\text{me}})/(T_2 - T_1)$, whereas the integral symmetry factor depends only on one point, $T_{\text{me}}$, which is determined more accurately than $T_1$ and $T_2$.

5.7 Properties of the factor $(F_{m+\omega})/F_m$ A very interesting observation is that the values of the term $(F_{m+\omega})/F_m$, which will be called $b_{\text{me}}$, have a role in the mixed order kinetics similar to the kinetic order $b$ of the general order kinetics. In principle this is concluded from the following fact.

**Figure 5** Errors in activation energy introduced by the replacement of the term $(F_{m+\omega})/F_m$ in Eq. (27). (a) Errors in the $\omega$ based peak shape methods when the coefficients in Eq. (28) are considered as a function of the activation energy. (b) Errors in the $\omega$ based peak shape methods when the coefficients in Eq. (28) are taken as the mean values over all activation energies.
The $\delta$ family of peak shape methods for the case of general order kinetics is given by the equation [9]

$$E_{\delta G} = C_{\delta G} \cdot b \cdot \frac{kT_m^2}{\delta_G}.$$  

(33)

The respective method for mixed order kinetics is given by Eq. (21) which is re-written in the form below:

$$E_{\delta M} = C_{\delta M} \cdot b_{\text{mix}} \cdot \frac{kT_m^2}{\delta_M},$$  

(34)

where, the index $M$ is for mixed order and the index $G$ for general order kinetics. Since both methods must give the same $E$, i.e. $E_{\delta G} = E_{\delta M}$, it is easily found that

$$\frac{b_{\text{mix}}}{b} = \frac{C_{\delta G}}{C_{\delta M}} \cdot \frac{\delta_M}{\delta_G}.$$  

(35)

Obviously $\delta_M = \delta_G$, and the triangle assumption pseudo-constants, although not equal, differ by less than 5%, so it is concluded that Eq. (35) is very close to unity so that $b_{\text{mix}} \sim b$. This relationship was further studied and the results are shown in Fig. 9(a–c). In Fig. 9(a, b) one can see the behaviour of $b, b_{\text{mix}}$ as a function of the mixed-order parameter $\alpha$ and the symmetry factor $\mu'$, respectively, whereas in Fig. 9(c) one can see the ratio of $b_{\text{mix}}$ over $b$ as a function of the mixed-order parameter $\alpha$. In the worst case shown in Fig. 9(c) the difference between the two parameters is of the order of 5%. The interesting result here is that the empirical general order parameter $b$ is found to be almost equal to the physically meaningful parameter $b_{\text{mix}}$.

### 5.8 Case of $n_0 \neq N$

The results presented up to now concerned the case of a saturated trap i.e. $n_0 = N$. However, a complete picture requires to examine the cases of a non-saturated trap i.e. $n_0 \neq N$. This case was studied for $E = 1 \text{ eV}$, $s = 10^{12} \text{ s}^{-1}$ and $n_0/N$ varying by two orders of magnitude between 0.01 and 1. The results concerning the application of the peak-shape methods given by Eqs. (31), (32) are shown in Fig. 8. As can be seen the dependence on $n_0/N$ is between 0% and 2.5%. It is observed that the dependence of the error on $n_0/N$ seems to be systematic. It must also be noticed that these systematic variations enable the improvement of the results. For example, by inserting a factor of 0.9875 in front of Eqs. (31), (32), the error will be reduced from 0–2.5% to ±1.25%.

### 5.9 Comparison with other peak shape methods

The peak shape methods derived in the present work will be compared with the existing peak shape methods like those of Chen [11] and those suggested by Kitis and Pagonis [12]. The comparison method adopted has the following steps.

Step 1: Synthetic mixed order glow-peaks are derived using Eq. (3).

Step 2: The integral symmetry factor $\mu'_0$ is evaluated for each glow-peak.

Step 3: Using the value of $\mu'_0$, the kinetic order $b$ of a general order glow-peak having the same $\mu'_0$ is evaluated by an iteration method using the following equation suggested by Kitis and Pagonis [12]:

$$\mu'_0 = \left[ \frac{b}{1 + (b - 1) \Delta_n} \right]^{\frac{1}{b - 1}},$$  

(36)

where $\Delta_n = 2kT_m/E$. The accuracy of Eq. (36) depends only on the number of terms in the asymptotic series approxi-
Figure 9 (online colour at: www.pss-a.com) Behaviour of the general order kinetics $b$ and the mixed order parameter $b_{mix}$ (a) as a function of mixed order parameter $\alpha$ and (b) as a function of the integral symmetry factor $\mu'_g$. (c) The ratio of $b_{mix}/b$ as a function of the integral symmetry factor $\mu'_g$.

Figure 10 (a) G.O. represents the errors in $E$ when general order peak shape methods are applied to mixed order glow-peaks and M.O. represents the errors in $E$ when mixed order peak shape methods are applied to general order glow-peak. (b) Chen’s represents the errors in $E$ when the Chen’s peak shape method is applied to mixed-order glow-peaks.

Figure 11 As in Fig. 10, for the $\delta$ method.

Figure 12 Same as Figs. 10 and 11, for the $\tau$ method.
mation of the exponential integral given by Eq. (2). For a given \( \Delta_0 \) the kinetic order \( b \) can be evaluated to any desired accuracy, depending upon the number of iterations.

Step 4: Once the kinetic order \( b \) is evaluated then the corresponding general order glow-peak is derived using the same \((E, s)\) values.

Having thus both kinds of glow-peaks the peak shape methods are applied to them as following.

The general order peak shape methods of Chen [11] and of Kitis and Pagonis [12] are applied to mixed order glow-peaks, whereas the mixed order peak shape methods derived in the present work are applied to the general order glow-peaks. The degree to which the same \((E, s)\) given by Eqs. (31), (32) are useful in practice, since they are expressed as a function of the geometrical symmetry factor \( \mu \).

The results are shown in Figs. 10–12 for the \( \omega, \delta \) and \( \tau \) peak shape methods respectively. The basic conclusion from these results for all families of peak shape methods is that when the general order kinetics peak shape methods by Kitis and Pagonis [12] are applied to mixed order glow-peaks they overestimate the value of \( E \) in a manner depending upon the mixed order parameters \( \alpha \). On the other hand when the mixed order peak shape methods are applied to a general order glow-peak they underestimate the \( E \) in a manner depending upon the mixed order parameters \( \alpha \). The differences between general and the mixed-order peak shape methods, reflects exactly qualitatively and quantitatively the relation between the mixed order term \( b_{\text{mix}} \) and the kinetic order \( b \) shown in Fig. 9(c). The above relation between mixed order peak shape methods and the general order peak shape method by Kitis and Pagonis is not followed by the general order peak shape methods of Chen [11] in the case of the \( \omega \) and \( \delta \) methods and it is followed very well by the \( \tau \) method.

6 Conclusions In this paper we derive new peak-shape methods for evaluating the activation energy \( E \) of a TL glow-peak, which are based on the physically meaningful mixed order kinetics model.

In their original form given by Eqs. (18), (21), (25) the peak shape equations are not very useful for analyzing experimental glow-peaks. However, this form should be very useful in testing the quality of glow-peaks generated during the numerical simulation of various TL phenomena, where all relevant parameters can be evaluated during the simulation. The reason is that as it was shown by Sunta et al. [13], the mixed order kinetics model is much more successful than the general order kinetics model in describing glow-peaks resulting from physical models like NMTS and IMTS. The peak shape methods derived here can be used for fast and accurate peak quality test within the simulation.

The peak shape equations given by Eqs. (28)–(30) are expressed as a function of the integral symmetry factor \( \mu^g \). However in this form these equations are of limited practical use, since they contain the triangle assumption pseudo-constants \( C_{\alpha} \), \( C_{\beta} \) and \( C_{\gamma} \). Nevertheless, they can be applied to experimental glow-peak by using the tabulated values of \( C_{\alpha} \), \( C_{\beta} \) and \( C_{\gamma} \) as a function of \( \mu^g \) from Tables 1 and 2.

Finally, the forms given by Eqs. (31), (32) are useful in practice, since they are expressed as a function of the geometrical symmetry factor \( \mu \). The error in the activation energy is \( \pm 1.5\% \) when the slight dependence of the coefficients in Eqs. (31), (32) is taken into account (Fig. 7(a)) and \( \pm 3.5\% \) when it is not (Fig. 7(b)).

It has been found that the term \( b_{\text{mix}} = (F_{\alpha} + \alpha)F_{\text{mix}} \) of mixed order kinetics is very similar to the general order kinetics parameter \( b \), as shown in Fig. 9(a, b). From this similarity it was found that the physically meaningful mixed order kinetics differs from the empirical general order kinetics parameter by less than 5\% in the worst case, as is shown in Fig. 9(c).

Finally, the application of the mixed-order peak shape method to general-order kinetics glow-peak and the application of the general-order kinetics glow-peaks on mixed order kinetics glow-peaks gave errors (see Figs. 10–12), which follow qualitatively and quantitatively their behaviour shown in Fig. 9(c).
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